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Mission

We are currently seeking a skilled and experienced SAP PP/MM Consultant to join our

team. As an SAP PP/MM Consultant, you will play a critical role in implementing and

managing the SAP Production Planning (PP) and Material Management (MM) modules. You

will work closely with our clients to understand their business processes, gather requirements,

configure solutions within the SAP ERP system and to be the spokesperson for future SAP

migrations from ECC to S/4 HANA.

Responsibilities:

Collaborate with clients to identify and assess their business requirements related to production

planning and material management processes.

Configure and customize the SAP PP and MM modules to meet client specifications.

Conduct end-to-end implementation projects, including system configuration, data migration,

testing, and user training.

Provide ongoing support and maintenance for SAP PP and MM modules, including

troubleshooting and resolving any system issues.

Collaborate with cross-functional teams to integrate SAP PP and MM functionality with other

modules, such as MM, SD, and FI/CO.

Ensure compliance with all relevant regulations and industry best practices.
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Profile

Requirements:

Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Information Technology, or related field.

Minimum X years of experience as an SAP PP/MM Consultant, including full lifecycle

implementation projects.

Strong knowledge of SAP PP and MM modules, including configuration, master data

management, and integration with other modules.

Solid understanding of production planning, material requirements planning, procurement,

inventory management, and warehouse management processes.

Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills, with the ability to design and implement

effective solutions.

Strong communication and interpersonal skills to collaborate effectively with clients and

cross-functional teams.

SAP certification in PP/MM modules is preferred.

Experience working in manufacturing or supply chain industries is a plus.

OUR OFFER

The opportunity to have a meaningful job where you can make a difference;

The chance to continuously evolve as a professional, coupled with a variety of training

opportunities;

Relevant career opportunities to get you where you want to be, with the IT knowledge you

need;

A vibrant community leaders team already working on various community projects that can

accelerate your initiatives;

Inetum-Realdolmen wants you to find a balance between work and private life by offering

flexible hours, satellite offices and home working;

32 days of annual leave, because life isn't all about working;Forget about the miles: we



provide you with a company car and a national fuel card;

Group insurance and hospitalization insurance, because we care about you;

And of course, we also offer a gross salary. One which is optimised from a net perspective for

our employees!
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